
Company Overview

Cohesive Solutions helps asset-intensive organizations implement, 
optimize, and continuously improve their maintenance programs 
through world-class asset and performance management solutions, and 
industry best practices.

Who We Are
Cohesive combines decades of industry 

experience, a proven delivery methodology, 

and best-in-class software technologies. The 

result - powerful solutions that improve 

enterprise performance by optimizing asset 

availability and delivering unique objective-

driven data. 

Our significant experience and innovative 

performance solutions enables us to align 

business processes with operational 

objectives, unlock the untapped potential 

that exists within the customer’s enterprise 

systems, and maximize the return on 

technology investments.

We help organizations increase performance 

profitability through the application 

of Enterprise Asset and Performance 

Management solutions. 

Solutions

Maximo Enterprise Asset Management 
Cohesive is a leading provider of IBM Maximo 
Software, the most powerful Enterprise Asset 
Management (EAM) solution available today. 
IBM Maximo unifies comprehensive asset life 
cycle and maintenance management on a 
single platform. Optimize assets and 
maintenance operations in six tightly 

integrated modules:

• Asset Management

• Work Management

• Service Management

• Contract Management

• Invetory Management

• Procurement Management

Propel Performance Management
Propel enables organizations to visualize and 

manage performance so they can reduce risk, 

manage outcomes, and achieve operational 

excellence.

Providing industry 
expertise in:



Maximo Implementation Services:

Project Management

Cohesive ensures your project goals are being met through leveraging 

the expertise and best practices of our team.

Change Management and Training

Cohesive helps clients design and implement fit-for-purpose change 

management programs that align with your culture, structure, talent, 

and goals to improve performance, build capabilities, strengthen 

behavior, and sustain the project over time.

Consulting

A trusted advisor will help your organization achieve your target 

outcomes by aligning your operations with your corporate objectives.

Infrastructure and Architecture

We offer infrastructure design and provisioning services for customers 

looking to deploy robust, virtualized infrastructures that incorporate 

active directory, single sign-on, load balancing, high availability, and 

rapid backup recovery.

Integration with External Systems

A routine requirement for implementations is the integration with 

external systems. Whether point to point, WebService, or integration bus, 

our technical consultants are experts in designing and applying the 

Maximo Integration Framework (MIF) to interface with systems such as 

SAP, OracleEBS, Peoplesoft, PowerPlan, Documentum, OpenText, and OSI 

Pi.

Data Conversion

Cohesive Technical consultants have extensive experience migrating data 

into Maximo. We apply techniques that exploit ETL solutions that deliver 

rapid transformation and cleansing of data into a consumable structure. 

In the final stages of conversation, we migrate the data to Maximo using  

a blend of methods for loading data using the Maximo Integration 

Framework or direct insert.

Reporting and Business Intelligence

Cohesive offers technical resources that have experience engineering reports 

from Maximo using a number of solutions including: BRIT, OBIEE, and 

COGNOS. Whichever system reporting environment is standard for a 

customer, Cohesive has the skills and expertise.

Mobile Solutions

Maximo anywhere also allows users to take advantage of maps to see routes 

and get turn by turn directions to the work orders assigned to them.

Specialty Services:

Maximo Spatial Asset Management

As a leading Maximo Spatial integrator Cohesive Solutions enables customers 

using solutions from ESRI and Schneider to deploy solutions that provide 

visual spatial capabilities for asset management used in the office and in the 

field.

Industry Solutions for Maximo

Cohesive industry subject matter experts bring experience from early careers 

working in the industries we serve. This experience affords Cohesive insight 

and best practices that have been designed and applied to the Maximo 

Industry Solutions for:

• Oil & Gas

• Utilities

• Nuclear

• Transportation

• Life Sciences

Cohesive Solutions - Company Overview

Cohesive Solutions has been a leading provider of world class 
maintenance solutions and services since 1998. The company is now 
operating under the Cohesive Companies Group – a Bentley Systems 
Company collectively committed to enabling infrastructure owner-
operators to implement reliable, efficient, and resilient maintenance 
programs by leveraging digital twin technology, world class 
maintenance solutions, and industry best practices. Cohesive Solutions is  
gold IBM business partner, and leading supplier of IBM Maximo's EAM 
solution, providing implementation and business process consulting 
services to the clients they serve.
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